THIS IS A FORMULAE FOR
DIVINE ALCHEMY
AS GIVEN TO THE COSMIC ENTITY FREEDOM
DIRECTLY FROM SAINT GERMAIN, HIS TWIN FLAME PORTIA

& THE SPIRITUAL HIERARCHY

To Chelas and Masters incarnate I give you these sacred formulae for Divine Alchemy with this note:
This formula is sacred and designed for individual and group creation of Divine Will and as such these formulae will render attempted creation of
our simple or complex personal needs and desires totally ineffective. These formulae can be used to create for self only as it relates to you in the
(world) decrees or for emergency situations. Remember, even Jesus used his powers and knowledge to still the waters. This 2009 formulae is now
17 years old with somewhere around 90,000 copies in 17 countries in 3 languages so far. As Alchemists of Divine Light, Spirit will take care of our
personal needs and they should not be dwelled upon in fear, ambition, contempt, greed, desire or ritual. This will create an even stronger energy field
and protection field around us and our work. The calls and pledges to God and your Higher Self are a permanent part of you from now on. The
highest power level of Light is achieved through Purity and Knowledge, Purity being of the most importance. "Love all, Serve all and Help ever,
Hurt never!"
STAGE 1: OPENING
LEADER READ ALOUD
Everyone hold hands. Now take a deep breath. I call to our Higher Selves and ask that our Higher Selves melt with our physical bodies and raise
ourselves and our energies as high as we can go. I call to Michael the Archangel and I ask that if there are any entities on any of us that are not of the
Light, I command that you remove them immediately and put them through the Violet Flame and send them to the Light. Now please send love and
Light to the person on your right. As the energy flows I call to the Angels, the Archangels, the elemental kingdom and all the Gods and Goddesses,
to Sai Baba, Jesus, Buddha, Moses and all the Divine Masters, to come to our circle and amplify what we are doing. Please send love and Light to
the person on your left. As the energy flows, the circle is closed and only that which is of "Light" may enter. I ask that each person here receives any
healing that he or she needs and that Father/Mother, you guide us into doing not my will but thy will be done.
ALL READ ALOUD
(Everybody say 3 times. May be spoken in English or Telegu.
Pronounced:
Translation:

"Loka Samaste
Sukino
Bhoughtu"
(Lo ka) (Sam as at) (Su kee no)
(Ba van TU)
"May all the beings in all the worlds be happy."

Pronounced:
Translation:

"Om
Namah
Shivia"
(Ome) (Nama)
(Sheevia)
"A call to Lord Shiva (the destroyer of evil)"

LEADER READ ALOUD
A) DISPENSATIONS
I call to Vista of our own Sun and ask for a special dispensation during the Golden Age. Under the Law of Divine Grace, I request permission for
the use of group alchemy to help the hierarchy create the world, political, economic, social, spiritual and elemental changes necessary for a true
Golden Age. I give thanks and bless all that is.
Right now I want you to take a minute and see in your mind's eye each member of your family and your friends. As you're doing this I call to
Adirion and ask for him to create amulets of himself for each of us, our family, friends and all Lightworkers on the planet. This is to render us, our
family, friends, all Lightworkers and our creative endeavors invisible to the evil eye. The Light that we produce will thus be rendered untraceable to
darkness on all levels. We ask that this energy be activated everyday and to continually empower us for our work.
ALL READ ALOUD

B) PLEDGES
Let there be Light.
I consciously enter and abide within the heart of the Sacred Fire, the true center of my being.
I AM the Presence of God within the heart of the Sacred Fire and I speak and command with authority.
I AM a being of Violet Fire. I AM the purity that God desires.
I AM vested in the power of transmutation.
I AM vested in the power of 3 times 3.
I AM vested in the power of precipitation.
I AM vested in the power of magnetism.
I AM vested in the power of creation.
I AM vested in the power of levitation and on and on ad infinitum.
I call on the Goddess of Truth and ask her to bring the flame of purification into my life forever more.
I call on the Goddess of Peace and ask her to help me keep this, my vow of harmlessness, toward all of God's creations.
LEADER READ ALOUD
C) ENERGY CALL UPS
I call on Lord Ganesha to clear and remove all obstacles in our path to Divine Creation. Remove all obstacles that have placed around all
Light workers and their missions.
I call on Lord Shiva to destroy all evil in our path or in the path of our creations and drive darkness back from all Light workers and keep
it away NOW!
I call on Michael the Archangel to use his Sword of Blue Flame to cut all negative ties between elementals or humans (incarnate or
discarnate) in our path who are trying to block or destroy our creations. Then we ask and visualize his blue Light of protection and Violet
Flame of Transmutation around us, all Lightworkers and our (to be) creations.
I command an equal manifestation of the Holy Spirit to so endow the spiritual alchemist with the qualities of the Christ, thereby making
them a more capable spiritual alchemist.
I AM THAT I AM and I (your name or soul name) do hereby request access for this work, for this entire group, to the energy grids of the
planet Earth. We request access to grids A, B, C and all other grids made available for this work, God Willing.
In doing so, I ask for the additional help and energy from our personal sponsor or sponsors; our central Sun; Alpha & Omega; our Sun,
Helios & Vista; our Mother Earth, Virgo & her twin flame Pelleur at Earth's Core; the Great Divine Director; Sai Baba & his twin flame
Lakshmani; Krishna, Jesus the Christ (Sananda) & his twin flame Nada; Shirdi Sai Baba; Prima Sai; the Seven Archangels with their twin
flames: 1st ray - Michael & Faith, 2nd ray - Jophiel & Christine, 3rd ray - Chamuel & Charity, 4th ray - Gabriel & Hope, 5th ray - Raphael
& Mary, 6th ray - Uriel & Donna Grace, 7th ray - Zadkiel & Holy Amethyst; with Seraphim, Cherubim, Devas and all Angelic beings;
Sanat Kumora; Serapis Bey; El Moria; Asteria; Kuthumi; Neptune; Meru; Mercedes; the Maha Chohan; the Buddha; Lord Guatama; Lord
Divino; Lord Lanto; Kuan Yin; Shiva & Parvati; Meta of the Healing Ray; the Goddesses of Liberty, Righteousness, Justice, Peace &
Love; Fun Wey; Miriam; Himalayas, Hilarion; Cassiopea & Orion; Ganesha; Maitreya; Mother Mary; Mother Meera; the Dali Lama;
Rama; Jehovah; the Great Spirit; Elaa; Vista; Thor; Ahla; Hercules & his twin flame Amazon; Lenora; Tabor; Lemuel; Confucius; Djwal
Khul; Venus; Atlas; Aquaria; Uranus; Anthene & Purity; Paul the Venetian; Diana & Apallo; Roewana; Aeolas; Arctura; Mahavatar
Babaji; Sri Yukteswar; Paramahansa Yogananda; Lahiri Mahasaya; Mother Teresa; Ammachi; Moses and the 12 prophets; Zeus;
Zoroaster; Zarathustra; the White Brotherhood; the Spiritual Hierarchy and all the masters, lady masters, gods and goddesses incarnate or
discarnate; the Aborigines; the Kahunas; the Medicine Men & Women; all the Old Ancient Cultures responsible for holding Light on the
planet; all the positive energy coming off of Sai Baba's Ashram; all the elementals: earth, wind, fire and water; all parallel prayer,
thought-form, meditation and positive dreams of anyone on earth (with permission asked of their Higher Selves) be added to the energy
of these creations; the Higher Selves of all Lightworkers everywhere, incarnate or discarnate human, elemental, Angelic or
extraterrestrial; the whales, dolphins, seals, Sasquatch, Flying Rods and all elementals capable of holding the flame of creation. With all
these, and the help of St. Germain with his twin flame Portia, we claim access in the name of The Christ to the grids.
(The following locks down the grids of planet Earth. As you call in the directions, we may feel an energy shift in the body that would
signal the process locking in.)

- "North, South, lock in."
- "East, West, lock in."
- "The energy of the storm grid, lock in."
- “The morphogenetic grid, lock in”.
- "All grids, meridians and lay lines, domes, obelisks, pyramids - ALL POWER SPOTS ON THE PLANET, LOCK IN NOW!"
STAGE 2: DECREES
Each decree is to be sent out to the universe from a plateau created at the point of a deep belly-filled breath. Visualize each decree completed in
your mind at this plateau, then release with an outgoing breath. Hold hands palms facing each other a few inches apart at belly height.
Visualize a ball of energy containing the thought form, then raise it to mouth level and blow the breath of life from your deeply filled lungs
through it as you thrust the idea forward with arms extending forcefully.
All decrees must be from the Soul and be part of the will of God in order to have effect.
In the name of the presence of God, which I AM, through the magnetic power of the sacred fire vested in me, I command:
That all of our family, friends and Lightworkers be surrounded by a bubble of the healing and protective Blue Light of Michael the Archangel
and that Meta the Chohan of the Healing Ray, minister to our family, friends and all Lightworkers whenever they have injury, sickness or
disease. Then let a barrier of White Light and Violet Flame be put in place to prevent darkness from entering their lives. (Here add any
names of people who need special healing or help.)
In the name of the presence of God, which I AM, through the magnetic power of the sacred fire vested in me, I command:
Clearing of blocks and veils placed over all earth incarnate members of the Spiritual Hierarchy, White Brotherhood, Angelic Kingdom and
Light working extraterrestrials within God's plan. I call to the Higher Self of all Lightworkers and I command that you be open to all that is
Light, release all blocks, and remove all overlays placed on you that prevent your attaining Christ Consciousness. Awaken to God's plan, what
your work is to be and accept your cosmic responsibility to that plan and becoming conscious beings. I call for recognition of each other. I
command that all humanity (starting with the Lightworkers) be made aware of karma and how to burn off negative karma through singing
songs to any of the names of God, doing service work, doing good deeds and being true to your Inner (Soul) Self.
In the name of the presence of God, which I AM, through the magnetic power of the sacred fire vested in me, I command:
Amplification of healing and soul contacted clairvoyant powers for all that are working specifically and visually in the Light of love. These to
be used as an example of the power of The Christ to enlighten, love and heal. I call to the Angels and to the Divine and ask that all who are
the teachers of the New Age, that are bringing forth the spiritual truths, be sent all the means they need. That they can bring their gifts forth
and may give it freely to those who don't have money or can't afford it. Allow them to receive abundance one hundred thousand fold for that
which they do.
In the name of the presence of God, which I AM, through the magnetic power of the sacred fire vested in me, I command:
Opening of doorways for all Angelic Beings and Lightworkers trying to get to this plane for work ethereally or to incarnate for the good. The
removal from all incarnate and disincarnate humans any group karma that interferes with the individual or group movement towards God and
their Higher Selves.
In the name of the presence of God, which I AM, through the magnetic power of the sacred fire vested in me, I command:
Activation of the law of Divine Abundance to a point exceeding Atlantian and Lemurian times. Let this be directed to all Lightworkers and
Divine Alchemists as a teaching tool. I call to Michael the Archangel and I ask that you cut all ties and binds to all energies, entities and fears
that are keeping Lightworkers from achieving this. I call to Ganesha to remove all blocks and allow Lightworkers life and work to flow easily,
gracefully and comfortably with less stress from the form side of life. I call to the Higher Self of all Lightworkers and I ask that you cancel,
nullify and release all overlays, vows, curses, hexes and negative energy overlays that are not permitting you to move forward. I now see the
Lightworkers being so filled with Light that they're magnets for everything that they need, it's being drawn to them. There is abundance on all
levels and Divine workers that will help each other fulfill their Divine missions. I command that all Lightworkers be given the Divine
inspiration on how to fulfill their Divine Mission NOW! Let them be sent all the means they need to succeed and let each true Lightworker be
given the keys that will unlock their storehouse of treasures NOW!
In the name of the presence of God, which I AM, through the magnetic power of the sacred fire vested in me, I command:
Bringing forth God's plan and the completion of Jesus The Christ's plan for planet earth, Himself and for His continued success as He moves forward
according to the Cosmic Plan, with the love and adoration of all for His undying love and service. The triumphant return to planet Venus of Sanat
Kumora with full regal fan fare and every life form in God's creations singing praises to his love and dedication for saving Earth. The completion of
the Piscean age with all on Earth being aware of the Christ within and without. The emergence of the Golden Age and the next Cosmic Christ as
heralded by all religions on earth (2nd coming of Jesus Christ for Christians; Prema Sai Baba for Hinduism; Moses for Judaism; the original Buddha
for Buddhism; the Great Spirit for American Indians; the Kahuna, Maitrea, Confucius, Mohammed, etc.). The realization by all that God is one and
the same regardless of the name we use for God. The acceptance that we are all one and that God is within us all. The completion and movement
forward of planet earth with all life forms successfully raising their consciousness and moving forward with the planet.
With permission of God and all Masters of Light living on Earth, past, present and future, I would like to send you Divine Energy and command that

the crystals amplify this energy. (Chant long "OM" here). I call forth the Violet Flame to blaze through you from your heart to help you transmute
everything you need help with. I call to the Gemstone Guardian of Angelite and I call forth the Angelite energy to be placed under the feet of all living
masters on the earth plane, especially Sai Baba and that the Angelite energy absorb any discomfort you may have. While the Violet Flame blazes
through your bodies, I call to the Higher Selves of everyone in your organizations, especially the decision makers, and I command that they become
honest and that they release the patriarchal energy and bring women forward as equals. If they choose not to come forward in the Light that the Angels
and their Higher Selves put you in a position of harmlessness and a Lightworker will come forward to carry out God's plan. I ask Michael's sword of
Blue Flame to cut all ties and binds to this energy and all followers of all Masters of Light.
I call on the Chohans and the colors of all the rays to blaze through your hearts onto all humanity, Angels, elementals, and the planet, above and below,
transmuting all back to Love, raising all vibrations higher and sending each the color that they need. I call forth the 3-fold flame from your hearts to
blaze through humanity, Angels, elementals and the planet, above and below. I ask that you amplify these things and accelerate all the Divine
Missions in a positive quantum way.
In the name of the presence of God, which I AM, through the magnetic power of the sacred fire vested in me, I command:
A call to the Higher Self of everyone on Earth to reawaken the knowledge and soul remembrance, of what it is like to be in perfect balance and
harmony with your balanced masculine and feminine side and of what it feels like to be connected with Divine Energy. In your mind's eye,
see Light being added to humanity's DNA structure. See this change become a new/old soul memory changing inside Mother Earth's DNA
structure as well. See this Divine Light being directed to everyone's heart and brains, especially the part of the brain that is reptilian, adding
emotions and feelings to that part of all reptilian and human brains (Cosmos Wide).
I call to the Higher Selves of everyone on this planet and ask that, as a group, we petition to Helios and Vista that the Violet Flame blaze
through earth and all humanity to erase the past, present and future karma created from the off balanced patriarchal energy. I call to Michael
the Archangel to cut all ties and binds from humanity, the Earth, Angels, elementals and the unbalanced masculine energy. As all ties and
binds are cut, see them being transmuted by the Violet Flame and see those empty spaces being filled with Divine Inspiration, Wisdom and
Divine Heart to function from. Replace this energy with Divine Matriarchy.
I command that this integration with humankind be gentle, loving and kind and let humanity apply this new energy in very practical ways. In
your mind's eye, see this balance affecting all generations backwards and forwards, as a ripple of water flowing in harmony with nature. See a
burst of Balanced Divine Energy affecting all incarnations on earth at once. See everyone's DNA cells, atoms and molecules raised to a higher
vibration of Divine Light. Let each atom, cell and molecule in humanity and the earth be connected with the Divine Energy source creating
Divine Balance. I command that all people and groups standing behind the patriarchal energy step into the Violet Flame and walk in the
"Light".
In the name of the presence of God, which I AM, with this request of Beloved Vista of our Sacred Sun that she grant to us a special
dispensation, through the magnetic power of the sacred fire vested in me:
I require of our precious Lord Jesus that you give your virtue and power to us over any of your Divine Angels that have been thrown down
from Heaven, whereby they strive to deceive mankind. That you draw them to us in name only to tie and bind them where they are and to
release them when their awareness is focused on Love and doing good with the command that they do all that they can to reverse the damage
that they have done. Require them to help us in every way possible to enable mankind in its entirety to move forward into the Golden Age,
then onto liberation through Ascension. Thus to redeem themselves through this process. That by no means, whatsoever, may they interfere
with us and the work we undertake. That they may not do or run counter to our collective individual voices, but that they obey us and our
sayings. (Silently add here - people who you positively know are misusing energy through hatred, witchcraft, Satanism, voodoo, etc.).
I ask you, O God of many glorious names that you, through humanity, mercy and grace, and with your legion of Lightworkers (many already
called upon in this formulae), by all the powers, denominations and virtues that be and by the names that Solomon did bind the devils and shut
them up (as furnished now by our Higher Selves). Through the virtues of all the Gods, Goddesses and Angels, enable us to congregate all thy
spirits thrown down from Heaven that they may give us right actions and answers to all our requests and demands without any interference or
damage to us, our family and friends, both body and soul. This on all levels including everything which is ours through Our Lord Jesus Christ,
Sai Baba and all Avatars throughout eternity which live and reign with God.
In the name of the presence of God, which I AM, through the magnetic power of the sacred fire vested in me, I command:
A call to the Higher Self of the decision makers and money suppliers of credit card companies, banks and all loan institutions and ask them to
step forward into the Light, becoming less greedy and manipulative. If they choose not to step forward into the Light, that their Higher Selves
and Angels put them in a position of harmlessness, allowing Light workers to step forward and take control. I command the Angels to remove
any Magical Energy overlays protecting credit card companies, banks and all loan institutions from Divine Accountability. See Michael the
Archangel cutting ties to credit card companies, banks, loan institutions, politicians, self-interest groups and the practice of legal loan
sharking. See the credit card companies lowering all the high interest rates and releasing people from the penalties they imposed. See the laws
being changed so people have 3 extra mail days to pay their bills (allowing for mail delays). See credit card companies being regulated and
their interest rates dropping to under 15%.
I again command the Angels to keep removing any dark energy protecting all credit card companies, banks and loan institutions from Divine
Accountability.
We call to the philanthropic people of light to take over big banks, changing them from top to bottom. See these good men and women
creating new banks and companies that are compassionate, caring and supportive of humanity. See ordinary people creating enough income
for themselves to pay off all credit card debts before they are due.
In the name of the presence of God, which I AM, through the magnetic power of the sacred fire vested in me, I command:

That Earth-wide, all groups and individuals dealing in darkness or working with any energy source coming from darkness including: satanists;
covens; black magicians; voodoo masters; all governments; subversive military groups; government groups controlling funds or dealing with
mass manipulation, mind control, climate control; the Grays; Illuminati; FBI; CIA; Police; everyone and everything connected to Wall Street;
the Aryan nation; the Antioch Baptist Church; the order of the Quest; the Jason Society; the Roshaniya; the Jesuits; the Masons; the Ancient
and Mystical order of Rosaecrucis; the Cosa Nostra; the KKK; the Royal families; all reptilians; the Nazi party; the Communist party; the
Executive members of the Council of Foreign Relations; the Brotherhood of the Dragon; the Royal Institute of International Affairs. I.M.F,
The Black Cell, NAFTA, WTO {world trade organization}, Monsanto, Dupont, Cargill, Farm Bureau, Asgrow Seed Co., Calgene, Delta, USDA,
Archer Daniels Midland, Holden Seeds, Dekalb, Monsanto-Mahyo, Novartis {Sandoz&Ciba-Geigy&Aventis}, Astra/Zeneca, Pioneer Hi Bred,
Ricetec, DagHammarskjold foundation, World Bank, Agua culture, US Soybean Association, Unilever’s {Euro wheat}, MPEDA, US Engineered
Atlantic Salmon, Industrial fish farming, Industrial Fleet “Drift Nets”, Industrial Shrimp Farming “rape & run industry/bottom trawling” Louis
Dreyfus, Burge, Mitsui Cook, Andre&Co., Jack Kennedy, Scott Baucum, The Federalists, Dan Glickman, All Dark Politicians,
Biotechnology/Hoechst; Clive James, Bollgard, Rowett Institute; the Trilateral Commission, the Bilberg Group, the open and friendly Secret Society
(Vatican); the Russell Trust; the Skull and Bones and the Scroll and Key, all credit card companies, banks and loan institutions as well as all groups
with plans that go against the highest good of mankind or the plans of the Hierarchy of Light. As these group's hierarchical leaders work toward a new
world order, including everyone helping any of these groups on any level, that choose to work with darkness or that try to misuse energy (elementals,
extraterrestrials or humans), be cut off completely from their energy supplies including money. I send Divine Light and Divine male/female balance to
all obelisks, domes and pyramids, meridian, grids, all lay lines and all the power spots on the planet.
I call for Michael the Archangel to use his Sword of Blue Flame to daily cut all ties and binds between these misguided Lightbeings and all dark
entities, dark or out of balance energy source, and all energies they are trying to manipulate and control. For the Goddesses of Love, Truth, Mercy,
Compassion, Righteousness and Justice step into their lives and show them the error of their mis-balanced ways. For Lord Zadkiel and his heavenly
hosts to step into these misguided Lightbeings' lives continuously to amplify the Violet Flame around them and transmute the evil thought-forms,
words, ceremonies, deeds and rituals into love or totally neutralize useless energies that burn out of their own account. We then call on Meta of the
Healing Ray to minister to these misguided light beings daily. We send Divine Light to their hearts and brains. I Ask that all of the above be placed in
a bubble of mirror, facing them 2 inches from their nose. This mirror stays in place as long as they do their will –sending the energy back to them. It
will disappear when they do God’s divine will. Let these shields of energy be in place on all darkness from this time through the Golden Age.
In the name of the presence of God, which I AM, through the magnetic power of the sacred fire vested in me, I command:
That everyone practicing with voodoo, Satanism, or any form of darkness awaken to the consequences of their actions. (Silently place here anyone
you know who is misusing God’s energy). I call to Michael’s Sword of Blue Flame to cut all ties and binds with everyone practicing voodoo, Satanism
or darkness and that which they desire to manipulate. I call forth the Violet flame to transmute all darkness back to Light. I call directly to Jesus the
Christ and empower Him to stop all transfer of negative energy thoughts. I call to the Higher Selves of all those practicing voodoo, Satanism, or any
form of darkness and command that you step forward into the Light of God. If you choose not to move forward that you be put into a position of
harmlessness.
I call to Michael’s Sword of Blue Flame to cut all ties between all voodoo and satanic masters worldwide and all rocks and stones on top and
underneath Haiti and every temple of evil worldwide. I call to the Angels of the Violet Flame to anchor the Flame underneath Haiti and all negative
temples and alters everywhere in the world, to neutralize all used elementals and I command that these elementals render themselves harmless and emit
only Love. I call to the Angels of invisibility and direct that all voodoo and satanic displays, books, advertising, lectures and classes of any kind be
rendered invisible to humanity. I call to the Goddess of Illusion to remove all illusion from what they are doing and for the Angels to bring them to the
proper authorities before further harm can be done.
In the name of the presence of God, which I AM, through the magnetic power of the sacred fire vested in me, I command:
I call to the Higher Selves of all women on the planet, young, old, babies, and female babies in the womb. I call to Michael the Archangel and
Shiva to cut all ties to patriarch, slavery, prostitution, sexism, and women not respecting each other, cut the ties to fear of men and not being
equal. Remove all soul memory of rape, incest, slavery, racism, and circumcision. Cleanse this energy by the Violet Fire into Light. Then fill
the new space with Divine Inspiration, Wisdom, Hope, Creativity & the Strength to go forward in positive quantum ways. Remove the blocks
oh Ganesha that are keeping women from fulfilling their Divine Missions.
As this unwanted energy is removed see women hugging & supporting each other. See them receive their Divine Missions and receiving all
the abundance they need to be successful in all aspects of life. See women being respected, honored and supported in everything they do. See
female babies being wanted, treasured & respected. See them receiving a full spectrum education that will allow them to fully pursue their
interests and Divine Missions in life. See them as Presidents, Queens, and Goddesses and in full control of their countries. See Divine
Matriarchy in action showing the very best of a society run by women and men together filled with love, honor, peace and the nurturing nature
of the Mother for everyone on the planet including the planet herself being cared for. See women filling up with Divine Hope, Courage,
Abundance, Family, Joy, Flexibility, Divine Mission and Divine Protection, Drawing their twin flames to their door. When they see each
other, recognizing each other as the most precious of relationships – the twin flame. See them magnetize to each other now. Ganesha
removing all blocks that are in their way.
As they come together, see Earth raising up higher into the light, solidifying Divine Light, Peace, Family, Divine equality and togetherness on
the planet.
In the name of the presence of God, which I AM, through the magnetic power of the sacred fire vested in me, I command:
I call to the Higher Selves of all men to step forward into the light. Cut all the ties Michael the Archangel & Shiva to unbalance, fear of
women, patriarchy, genocide, rape, pillage, plunder, incest, greed, power, gladiator mentality, military, war, might is right mentality, from
their energy field, cells, atoms, molecules, all the way down to their DNA. Going through all their incarnations. As this energy is released I
call the violet flame through them & all their works that are misdirected. Cut all ties to all black art & negative ceremonies that are being done
& any will to manipulate humanity & the earth for greed & profit. As it is released I call Divine Male/Female consciousness into the reptilian
part of their brain.

I call to their Higher Selves to guide these men to releasing all women slaves or anyone being used as slave labor. Let us fill them up with
Divine Respect for women, life, the planet & all living things. See men's Higher Selves guiding them to accepting Divine Matriarchy and
opening their heart, throat and crown chakras. As these centers open see them being very balanced, loving, kind, generous, peaceful,
supporting women & groups that is in the “Light”. Fill men with the Divine Joy, Divine Mission.
I call to the Higher Selves of the Saudi Arabian males, Pakistani males, Islamic Fundamentalist males, the Taliban and any other male groups
that are suppressing women to step forward into the light, especially men in Central and South Asia – if they choose not to step forward into
the light, may the Angels & their Higher Selves put them into a position of harmlessness. I call to all the balanced men on the planet to speak
out against this repression. Defend all women and come to women’s aid on all levels. See the Saudi Arabian males, Pakistani males, Islamic
Fundamentalist males, the Taliban, and all men, respecting the goddess within and giving freedom and honor to all women. See them
becoming kinder and allowing women to be equal, Divinely conscious beings. Send Divine consciousness to the reptilian part of men's brains
& hearts – May the Goddess soften them to be gentle kind beings.
We ask their Higher Selves to step in and help them find Quality Family Time with their kids and their spouses (male or female). We ask that
men be guided to their twin flames & when they meet, they recognize each other as twin flames (whatever their true partner is – male or
female). Let them fill up with Divine Respect for all walks of life.
If they choose not to come forward into the Light, we ask the Angels and their Higher Selves to put them in a position of harmlessness. We
send Divine positive movement for those who choose to go forward.
In the name of the presence of God, which I AM, through the magnetic power of the sacred fire vested in me, I command:
I call to the Higher Selves of all Grandmas, Grandpas and all the elders, living on the planet to guide them to be more open to new ideas,
concepts and change. Cut these ties Michael to all overuse of drugs and any doctor that over-prescribes medication.
See all the elders being guided to real medicine, Chinese herbs, energy work, etc. See them living happy productive lives. See them able to
try new experiences and careers. Doing more service work and healing each other. See them being needed, wanted and respected for their
wisdom. I command the angels to bring to them what they need -- food, clothing, shelter and companionship. Fill them up with Divine
Mission, Divine Purpose, Divine Joy and Divine Abundance, free and compassionate Healthcare and healing in every way, shape and form.
In the name of the presence of God, which I AM, through the magnetic power of the sacred fire vested in me, I command:
A call to the Higher Selves of all those who are being, have been, or will be exposed in the future to any individual, group or occult of any
kind that has the intent of manipulation of the soul, mind or body (individually or in groups, i.e. The Saudi Arabian males, Pakistani males,
Islamic Fundamentalist males, the men of Central and South Asia, the Taliban or any Dark Politician) for their own purposes, and I command
that they step into the Light and release all blocks, fears and all that keeps them from living the truth. I call to the Angels of Truth and Illusion
to remove all illusion, veils and overlays and to bring the truth forward in the most gentle, loving way possible. I ask Raphael and Gabriel to
act on this now. I call forth the Violet Flame to transmute all dark truths back to Light. I now send the Pink flame of Love to heal.
I call to Michael the Archangel to cut all ties and binds between the manipulators and those they desire to manipulate. I call to the Higher Self
of the manipulators and I command that you step into the Light and if you choose not to, that you’re Higher Self and the Angels put you in a
position of harmlessness. I call the Goddess of Truth into everything you do. I command your Higher Self to help you speak only the truth
and if you choose to speak lies, that your words come out jumbled and indiscernible. I command that you pull back all energy, veils and
overlays that you have placed or have been placed on your behalf. Put your ego aside and allow everyone who wants to leave you, to do so
safely where no one will be harmed. I direct the Angels to oversee this and to protect all.
In the name of the presence of God, which I AM, through the magnetic power of the sacred fire vested in me, I command:
That the energy of Love on the Pink Ray be beamed down to all living things on earth and charge that the Angels and Goddess of Love instill in all
humanity the inner knowledge that we are all God and all one. Then with much Divine Love, transform all humanity to become loving, tolerant,
nonjudgmental and non-racist. We ask that all persons with negative feelings or emotions towards others step into the Violet flame and then
onto the Light. Let all humanity embrace diversity and move into a future of Love and faith in God, themselves and each other. We send Divine
Light to everyone's brains and hearts, extraterrestrial and human.
That the energy of racism be removed by Michael the Archangel, cutting the ties with His sword of Blue Flame since the creation of the planet until
now. Let this be trailed by the Violet Fire to transmute all back to Light. Let those thought-forms be replaced with Divine Love. I ask the Goddess of
Truth into everything on the planet that is trying to hide racism and bring it up to the surface and protect those that are bringing the truth forward. That
she brings forward all secrets and hidden agendas, the Illuminati, Aryan nation, the Antioch Baptist Church, the KKK, Nazi Party, all Dark Politicians,
skinheads, etc., are hiding or disguising regarding their practices. Let all energy veils be removed from humankind so the Divine may again come
through. I command that all persons with negative feelings or emotions towards others, step into the Violet Flame and then onto the Light.
In the name of the presence of God, which I AM, through the magnetic power of the sacred fire vested in me, I command:
Breaking of ties to alcohol, tobacco, cocaine and all forms of obituates, opiates and any other drug that interferes with the flow of Light from
our Higher Selves through the Atma and any negative ties, (God willing), that we as humans have with our family, friends, past lives or
anything whatsoever. We ask that these ties be broken first for the Lightworkers to allow them to easily awaken to and assume their Divinity.
Then guide the rest of humanity through this same process, as they quest for Ascension.
I command the Angels to protect those that are working with the Goddess of Truth in bringing up the truth about the tobacco industry, along
with their families and friends and keep them safe at all cost! We ask for protection of those bringing forward the truth about the all the
healing qualities of marijuana, including the legalization of all hemp, hemp byproducts and marijuana.

In the name of the presence of God, which I AM, through the magnetic power of the sacred fire vested in me, I command:
I call to the Higher Selves of all addicts: gambling, drugs, sex, food, etc., or whatever it may be, and I command Michael the Archangel to cut all ties to
these addictions and all addiction overlays that are causing the need. As this energy is removed, let it be replaced with Divine Worth, Divine Self
Esteem, Divine Mission and Divine Purpose. Let this energy flow to every cell, atom and molecule of their bodies, all the way to the DNA level.
I command that the politicians and the mass population awaken to the problems and be given Divine Thoughts on how to "cure" them in loving, kind
and compassionate ways.
I command that all casinos, internet gambling, lotteries and anything else that is taking peoples money in a negative way, be stopped. I ask the Indians
and any other casino owner be guided to other ventures that will create a good income, yet be environmentally friendly and helpful to humanity.
I ask that governments create new public programs that will help all addicted people. See these people receiving Divine treatments. See them pulling
their lives back together and with every breath, be more conscious beings filled with Divine Thoughts, Divine Mission and Divine Purpose.
In the name of the presence of God, which I AM, through the magnetic power of the sacred fire vested in me, I command:
That when it is for their highest good, that all individuals who are homeless or without shelter be provided with a safe and clean one NOW. I
call to the Higher Selves of all these homeless people and I command that you gently open and balance all your chakras, leaving you open to
the abundance and generosity that is inherent in the universe. Then instill in you the desire to stand up, be productive and find your path.
In the name of the presence of God, which I AM, through the magnetic power of the sacred fire vested in me, I command:
A stop to the practice of women's and men's circumcision NOW! I call to Michael the Archangel to cut all ties to the energy of circumcision from the
planet and all humankind. I call to Jesus and the Angels to remove all energy overlays and vows regarding circumcision and to expose its true affects.
I call to the Higher Selves of those that created this energy and command that you pull all your thought-forms back from the initial thought to the
present. Remove this overlay from all that have experienced this ritual - See Michael cutting the ties from all wanting to keep the ritual alive especially
Grandmas, Mothers, daughters, Fathers & Sons. As the energy goes back, I call to the Angels of Illusion to remove all illusion that this is appropriate
and replace those thought-forms with balanced female/male energy; that all illusion and energy veils regarding this practice be removed immediately.
I call to the Angels of Love and Wisdom to surround them with Divine Balance; fill them with Divine thoughts on how to take women and men
forward in positive, joyful ways; create balance in all aspects of family life and neutralize the trauma created in all who have experienced this
procedure.
In the name of the presence of God, which I AM, through the magnetic power of the sacred fire vested in me, I command:
A call to the Higher Selves of doctors, nurses and all those who help with the birthing of babies and I command that you allow more love to
come in at the time of birth. That the doctors allow the baby and the mother time to bond in a positive way. I call to the Higher Selves of
everyone who was born in a hospital or in an unloving environment and command that, as we speak, a bond of Divine Love flow between you
and your birth mother. Let this flow of love send special healing, bringing your family and all families on earth closer. Let Divine Love flow
with all past, present and future birthings. Ô …..Continue…… Ô
That Cesarean sections be avoided, whenever possible, preferring women to have gentle, loving, sacred and natural births. Let doctors become more
conscious when cutting the umbilical cord, waiting until it stops pulsing.
I ask that mankind be open to the gift of life offered through organ donations and that they be aware that it burns off karma. I command that it
be practiced only when all parties are aware and consent to it and that no person is harmed for the sole purpose of taking their organs. I also
command that the process of cloning be stopped immediately for humans and animals.
In the name of the presence of God, which I AM, through the magnetic power of the sacred fire vested in me, I command:
That police, military, lawyers, doctors, dentists, ministers, child protective services, scientists, genetic engineers, pharmaceutical companies, teachers,
psychologists, politicians, psychiatrists and government agencies charged with protecting its citizens everywhere be brought into accountability for
their actions. Let the Goddesses of Truth, Justice, Mercy, Compassion and Healing be a part of each of these professionals and command that they be
in increased close contact with their earthly counterpart to help them choose Dharma (right action) as their path.
I command in the case of physicians that they live up to the Hippocratic Oath and that Meta send all the Angels of the Healing Ray to guide all doctors
and healing practitioners. I command to cut all ties between the FDA and the AMA and that both be healed. I call on the Goddess of Truth and ask
that the truth about these organizations and their practices be brought out to the public. We also ask that she bring out the knowledge of all the natural
remedies and healing modalities which exist in our universe. I call to the Higher Selves of all doctors, nurses and healing practitioners and command
that Holistic healing be brought into your awareness, that you are guided to Holistic teachers and their wisdom and that this knowledge is integrated
with your practice. We command that all individuals everywhere have access to competent medical care and holistic services of all kinds whether they
can afford to pay for them or not.
In the name of the presence of God, which I AM, through the magnetic power of the sacred fire vested in me, I command:
For the immediate emancipation of all prisoners who are not being held for society’s or their own highest good. Including anyone who has been
kidnapped; those imprisoned for speaking or living the Truth or trying to awaken humankind to injustices. Those imprisoned to fulfill the self-serving
plans of others; those whose sentences far outweigh the magnitude of their crime, and those falsely imprisoned or convicted for crimes they did not
commit and all victimless marijuana crimes. We also ask for the release of the Panchem Lama from China NOW! I call for the continued
imprisonment of those individuals who, despite having served their allotted sentences, it would be for the highest good of all concerned that they
remain imprisoned. We ask that all prison officials (guards, wardens, police, probation officers, juvenile authorities, judges, lawyers, prison for profit
corporations), to now step forward in the Light; allowing compassion, kindness, divine service to come to the surface. If not, I command their Higher
Selves and the Angels to put them in a position of harmlessness, letting a Lightworker come forward and take control.

Let all corruption, greed, corporate power, prisoners being used as slaves, torture, murder, racism and the gladiator mentality be removed from all that
are connected to prisons. We send Divine Peace, calm, wisdom, Divine thoughts and inspiration to all prisoners being held in maximum security. I
ask that everyone be Divinely inspired to alternative, positive methods on how to help those in prison become productive, society members before and
after they are released.
See all locations of illegal military bases coming to out attention and these prisons world wide being closed.
See Guantanamo Bay prison being closed with illegally held prisoners going free with just compensation being given.
Let the towns that are considering bringing in a prison become conscious and block all new prison construction. I ask the Angels, the Hierarchy and
God to send them another industry to help their economy -- One that will be beneficial to the earth and humanity.
In the name of the presence of God, which I AM, through the magnetic power of the sacred fire vested in me, I command:
That all children be put under protective Light to prevent abuse, neglect and innocent harm including war, alien abduction, terrorism, pornography,
prostitution, Satanism, hatred and slavery. I now call on the Higher Selves of everyone who is thinking of acting on harming a child and I command
that your Higher Selves take you into the Light and if you choose not to, that you be placed in a position of harmlessness before you can fulfill your
deeds. I ask Meta of the Healing Ray to minister to these misguided Light beings and their victims. I call to all elementals and Angels and command
that a pact be made with us forming a triangle that prevents (if possible) any use of that elemental to harm a child. I call on Michael the Archangel to
use his Sword of Blue Flame to cut all ties these elementals may have to negativity in any form so they can choose the path of love and not harm. I call
the Goddess of Truth to expose all pedophile, satanic, pornography, and children slavery groups and protect the people that are bringing this
knowledge to the surface. Let all children be given their Divine missions and Divine purpose. I command that the adoption process be speeded up so
parents of Light (good, caring people) can adopt quickly.
In the name of the presence of God, which I AM, through the magnetic power of the sacred fire vested in me, I command:
That teachers and educational systems focus on the development of character traits, which are needed to bring in the Golden Age and that these traits
be taught by way of example and practice. That schools are used to promote and nurture all children’s self-esteem and creative expression and that all
children realize that happiness and joy are their birthright. That all students are encouraged in their studies of all subjects regardless of their gender,
race, learning or physical disabilities. I command that all teachers who challenge or destroy a child’s Belief-in-Self be immediately shown the error of
their ways and that their Higher Selves bring them forward into the Light.
I call for a change in the make-up of the faculty and staff of all schools so that all persons employed are Lightworkers. I call for a change in
the curriculums of schools to include the development of each child’s natural abilities as a primary and that right brain, intuitive abilities and
skills be given equal coverage. I call for the activation of the Law of Divine Abundance to provide all schools with enough funds to hire and
maintain the most qualified and compassionate teachers, nurses, psychologists, social workers and guidance counselors, as well as enough
money for classes in art, music, theater, poetry, extracurricular activities and sports. I command that the most current textbooks and other
learning materials be provided to all students and that a college education is provided for all who desire a higher education. That all children
be provided a nutritious/balanced breakfast and lunch at no charge to the student or the family. I command an immediate end to violence in
schools and the complete dissolution of student gangs on and off school campuses.
In the name of the presence of God, which I AM, through the magnetic power of the sacred fire vested in me, I command:
That all humanity sees all animals as part of God's creatures that are on this planet to be loved and lived with in harmony. That all experiments that are
being done on any animal (land, sea or air) be stopped immediately! I ask Meta of the Healing ray to administer to all these beings that have been or
may be hurt as a result of these experiments, such as all the ocean mammals that have been hurt from sound testing and the atomic bomb testing. I ask
for special blessings for all those that have given up their lives to bring this testing to the awareness of the public and command the Angels to keep
them safe at all costs.
In the name of the presence of God, which I AM, through the magnetic power of the sacred fire vested in me, I command:
Gradual change in the diet of all meat eaters everywhere, elemental and human, reducing the consumption of meat at a rate of 10% per year minimum,
to include beef, pork, chicken, turkey and Horse. I command that everywhere on the planet people gain the knowledge of plants and other means of
food. That food become abundant to the point that there is food for all and it's evenly dispersed worldwide. I command for the stopping of all chemical
food manipulation including experimentation with animal, insect and reptile DNA. I call to the Goddess of Truth to bring to the surface, everything
that these industries are trying to hide. I command the Archangels to protect those who are bringing this knowledge to the surface, to remove the
energy overlay on all humans regarding meat eating and let this be replaced with a healthy vegetarian diet. Let people be Divinely conscious with
what they eat. See all people speak out for organic food. Let all food be labeled for all bio-altered, chemical or antibiotic contaminants. See people
rejecting all bio-engineered/altered food. See more people and communities growing their own food.
In the name of the presence of God, which I AM, through the magnetic power of the sacred fire vested in me, I command:
The healing and purification of the air, sea and land of this planet of pollutants created by man including nuclear canisters in the sea, land storage of
nuclear waste, storage wells where toxins are pumped into dry oil wells and water pollution including DDT and PCB’s on all the seas, lakes and rivers.
I call to Violet Flame to transmute the pollutants into usable substances. Then let all the hot springs all over the planet (with Pelleur’s help) spew forth
new creations called "AUM"mebas, these one-celled creations and bacteria of many species each assigned to eat a variety of pollution. Give special
attention to those pollutants in water, earth and air that have no known consumer. I call to the bugs and organisms all over the planet and ask that they
start eating pollutants and machines of war turning their waste into beneficial nutrients for the planet, with special attention given to trigger
mechanisms that they can dissolve and defuse all explosives of war or aggression. Let our creative endeavors reinforce all scientists working on
equivalent microbes, bacteria and such. Let those scientists most tuned into their own soul self be those that get the ideas that make the breakthroughs.
Let the angels of abundance, wind, fertility and the sea spread them throughout the world. Then create through enlightened scientists, engineers and
humanitarian financiers, a method by which water can be made drinkable from any impure state whatsoever. Let this technology be inexpensive, easy
and available to all so clean drinking water will be there for everyone as well as inexpensive irrigation for all crops. Oh Divine Ones step in and stop
the privatization of water. I ask that everywhere on the planet people gain the knowledge of plants and other means of food. That crops and food
become abundant to the point that there is food for all on the planet and that they are evenly dispersed worldwide.

In the name of the presence of God, which I AM, through the magnetic power of the sacred fire vested in me, I command:
I call to the Higher Self of all those owning, working on and driving any oil tankers and barges (and anything that is unsafe to any life form) and
command that you take responsibility for keeping all this equipment in efficient and safe working conditions to prevent all oil or chemical spills. I
command that all oil tanker and barge ship captains and crews (and the Angels) do all that is necessary to prevent all spills. I command that the world
community, including Liberia, adapt a set of rules and standards for ships and shipping worldwide that includes crew training and qualification testing
by a common standard. Also a compliance demand on all important safety concerns. I especially ask that there be double and eventually triple hulls
required worldwide on all ships hauling materials hazardous to the marine environment and the world ecology and that the fuel tanks be placed
inboard, far enough to prevent puncture or spilling of any kind. Also that all hazardous material tanks be stainless steel with permanent seals to prevent
spills during possible sinking, forever.
In the name of the presence of God, which I AM, through the magnetic power of the sacred fire vested in me, I command:
Creation of ozone until the layer is again to levels safe for all life forms everywhere. Also green and blue rays filling our atmosphere, charged to heal
specifically all, tumors and skin eruptions on all life forms Earth-wide that have suffered due to ozone depletion. See in your mind’s eye Light begin to
weave a tight knit web through the ozone like a weaver’s web of fine tight cloth until there are no holes in the ozone. Please put your attention on the
North and South Poles and fill the ozone there with Light until you see it solid and again functioning in balance. Send cold, cold Divine Energy
through all the glaciers and lakes in Antarctica and the North Pole. Send the cold energy 10 miles down into the earth. As this cold energy goes up
through the glaciers, see the energy getting colder and the ice re-solidifying. See the Angels sewing the ice cracks together.
In the name of the presence of God, which I AM, through the magnetic power of the sacred fire vested in me, I command:
That Earth-wide all deforestation that is going on is brought to a halt NOW, especially in the case of rainforests or old forests like the Redwoods. I call
to the Higher Selves of all leaders and politicians involved with these forests and command that a clear understanding be conveyed to them of the
damage to Earth's ecological system and the negative karma that you bring on by not stopping this continual destruction. I command assistance and
funding for all groups working to stop the destruction and promote restoration. I command that the governments and financiers find it more lucrative
to maintain and promote the growth of these forests. We now see these forests growing and being restored. I command protection and monetary funds
to flow to those that are protecting the forests.
In the name of the presence of God, which I AM, through the magnetic power of the sacred fire vested in me, I command:
That the entire Pacific Ocean be circulated by natural currents up and down, South to North and East to West. That the lower depths give up their cold
water to the surface and the warm water at the surface be pulled down until they are in Divine balance. I command the elimination of El Nino and La
Nina. I command worldwide that all out of balance storms (tornadoes, hurricanes, typhoons, etc.) be cleansed by Michael's Sword of Blue Flame and
blazed in the Violet Flame and I command you to dissipate in Light and Love. I command that all those that are trying to manipulate weather, for their
own dark use, be tied and bound by Jesus, that your manipulation of weather is stopped and you be Divinely inspired to use this knowledge for
mankind and the benefit of the planet.
In the name of the presence of God, which I AM, through the magnetic power of the sacred fire vested in me, I command:
That all volcanoes, plates and faults worldwide begin to release pent-up energy in earthquakes or equivalent eruptions of magnitude of 5.0 or smaller, if
possible. If previous energy buildups are greater than this, then up to 6.3 is okay, provided they strike at the safest possible time of the day for that
area. In all cases, even when negative karma causes larger problems, I ask Michael the Archangel to use his Sword of Blue Flame to break all ties
between humans and elementals in fault areas, before any energy can be released on any volcano, plate or fault. See any tsunami or giant tidal wave
being neutralized. I then call the Goddesses of Love, Mercy and Compassion to step in to reduce all loss of life, damage to living things and
destruction of property. I ask Zadkiel to step in with the Angels and Elohim of the purple ray to transmute these releases of energy to become
harmless. We then visualize the continued smoothing of the plates to prevent further buildups of energy. Let Mother Earth move in harmony at will.
In the name of the presence of God, which I AM, through the magnetic power of the sacred fire vested in me, I command:
A continued breakdown of the Boreman group, Jesuits, white supremists, all secret satanic societies and all non-humanitarian governments,
leaders, companies and groups and the removal (by elections preferably) of non-humanitarian leaders both in government and private sectors.
Let this transition be completed gently, quickly and with the least amount of bloodshed and strife as possible. Let this transition have God’s
speed added now. Then let the Angels and Goddesses of all the virtues step into all the nations Earth-wide and every place where war is raging or
about to erupt, thereby touching all mankind with their influence of Love. Then connect with the elementals of war to prevent further bloodshed
(elemental or human), then work through the hearts of all citizens of these countries to remove the leaders that have caused the bloodshed everywhere,
replacing them with Light working leaders.
In the name of the presence of God, which I AM, through the magnetic power of the sacred fire vested in me, I command:
That the karmic cords, which connect China and Tibet, be burned and cut. I command that the Dali Lama be returned peacefully to Tibet and we
command the Angels to do whatever it takes to free the Panchem Lama from China. We ask that China be propelled into a state of love, peace and
rectification and that this process have greater forward positive movement. We ask for the absolute healing and renewal of Tibet. I command the
Angeles to do whatever it takes to get Tibet back into a state of grace. I call to Michael the Archangel to cut all ties and binds between China and all
energies of inhumanity, patriarchy and genocide and I command that China be propelled into a state of love, peace and rectification. We now envision
in our minds eye a beautiful place in China where all these Chinese can go back to and we see them leaving Tibet for this new place filled with joy,
love and everything that they need for an abundant life. I call to the Higher Selves of the Chinese and we ask that you step into the Light and that you
leave the energy of the patriarchy and the intent of genocide behind. If you choose not to go forward into the Light that you be put into positions of
harmlessness.
I call to the Higher Selves of the Tibetans and the Chinese and command that they remember how to work with the energy of Love and consciously
send out Love. I send Light to all the crystals underneath Tibet and ask that Divine Love is amplified and that the Violet Flame be anchored under
Tibet and China.
In the name of the presence of God, which I AM, through the magnetic power of the sacred fire vested in me, I command:

A call to the Higher Selves of all religious fanatics everywhere, that they immediately awaken to the consequences of their actions and stop it
NOW. I command that they step into the Light. If they choose not to that their Higher Selves and the Angels put them in a position of
harmlessness. Cut the ties to all the negativity in religion and let the Good Divine Essence come to the surface of Humanity.
I call to Michael the Archangel to use his Sword of Blue Flame to cut all binding ties to all energies or entities that are not from God’s Light. I
call to the Angels of Illusion to remove all illusions NOW. I call for the Goddesses of Love, Truth, Mercy, Compassion, Righteousness and
Justice to step into these misdirected Lightbeings’ lives to show them how to serve God in Light and Love, to help them choose Dharma as
their path and instill in them the knowledge that we are all God and all One. Then for Lord Zadkiel to blaze them with the Violet Flame and to
transmute their misdirected devotional feelings into a loving energy directed towards serving God, healing, serving and uplifting mankind and
the planet. For Meta of the Healing Ray to minister to them and their victims daily.
I call to the elementals, bombs, etc. that are strapped to human bodies or that are made for terrorist purposes and I ask that Michael’s Sword
cut you free so you will mal-function or detonate where and when no innocent life will be lost. Let Terrorist bomb makers and mine makers
become Karmic victims of their own bombs but safe for all else.
In the name of the presence of God, which I AM, through the magnetic power of the sacred fire vested in me, I command:
That all elementals of war such as guns, ammo, explosives, knives, bombs, land mines, trigger mechanisms, planes, rockets, weapons, computers,
gases, germs, satellites, electrical towers, microwave towers, bio genetics, sound waves and voodoo effigies. Including all elementals that are or will
be used to manipulate into doing wrong (dolls, pictures, any personal item used with misintent), or any elementals that are being asked to hurt or
destroy any life (human or elemental) on any level, be commanded through the Sacred Triangle of Humans, Angels and Elementals to misfire,
disintegrate, choose to malfunction, go off course towards inert objects or generally be harmless and take the path of Love. Let Heaven reward greatly
all elementals that choose this path. (God Bless.) . I call to Michael the Archangel to use his Sword of Blue Flame to cleanse these elementals of war
continuously from now on so that then the time comes to endanger life, they will be cleansed and ready to make the right action. I direct the Angels to
intercede and help these elementals to take this path of love so they can release their energy harmlessly.
I ask Zadkiel to bring forward the Violet Ray in all of its Blazing Glory upon all of these elementals of war and upon any that would use or plan to use
these machines of war. I command that these thoughts be replaced with, the priority being, thoughts on how to use these elementals peacefully and for
the good of the planet. We ask that those leaders, who won’t bend to Love, be replaced by Lightworkers. I then call in the Pink Ray of Love to bathe
all these leaders and machines of war with love.
I call to the Higher Selves of anyone responsible for de-activating landmines and bombs and I command that you are guided to be very efficient and
accurate at what you do. That you will achieve perfection in your job. I command the Angels to oversee your safety. I call to all landmines and ask
that you breakdown and become totally nonfunctional, allow yourself to be disarmed, hurting no one and giving guidance to all that try to defuse you.
May you Rust In Peace.
In the name of the presence of God, which I AM, through the magnetic power of the sacred fire vested in me, I command:
That all nuclear, biological, chemical, germ and radiation testing be stopped immediately and that all countries considering using or testing be
blocked from doing so. That the process to make uranium 235 be broken down to a point where it is obsolete. We visualize this process breaking
down to the point where all nuclear bombs will be disassembled so that uranium 235 can be removed and used to fuel electric generators thus
eliminating all nuclear bombs. I command a slow down in the process of uranium 235 being split by slow bombardment of neutrons and eliminating
its use and the use of all isotopes. Let alternate means of energy be brought forward from the Hierarchy to replace all nuclear reaction energy and to
replace all fossil fuels. I call to Ganesha to remove all blocks and to open the way for these fuels to come to the surface to be implemented. Let solar
technology take a giant leap forward.
That the Goddess of Truth and her Band of Angels bring to the surface the knowledge of radiation, biological, chemical or germ warfare
exposure throughout the world. That Michael the Archangel protects those that are bringing this knowledge to the surface, and their families.
I call to the Higher Selves of the decision-makers and ask that they step forward into the Light. That they admit their mistakes and help those
people affected receive all necessary medical treatments and just compensation. If they choose not to come forward into the Light that the
Angels and their Higher Selves put them into a position of total harmlessness and that they are replaced by a Lightworker who can take this
situation forward into the Light.
In the name of the presence of God, which I AM, through the magnetic power of the sacred fire vested in me, I command:
That all elections being held on this planet be directed by the Higher Selves of all those living where the elections are. I call to the Higher Selves of all
leaders, politicians and decision-makers and command that you step forward into the Light. We call to all Politicians and Self Interest Groups to set
their egos aside. We call to their Higher Selves to bring out the best in these beings. See them getting in touch with their heart chakra, letting Divine
Love and Service flow through them. See all politicians serving humanity and earth in positive peaceful ways. We ask that they have Divine
Consciousness with their conscious mind working in Light. Let Light shine through everything they do as we call the Goddess of truth into their lives.
We command you to come forward into the light. If you choose not to do so that the Angels and your Higher Selves put you into a position of
harmlessness and that you be replaced by a Lightworker. I send Divine Light and positive forward movement to the Green Party. Let people awaken
to this other positive choice.
In the name of the presence of God, which I AM, through the magnetic power of the sacred fire vested in me, I command:
A call to the Higher Selves of everyone in militaries worldwide and I command that you be Divinely Inspired in ways of stopping and
preventing war and to put your energies toward more humanitarian efforts. That all research and manufacturing of all nuclear,
electromagnetic, laser, microwave, star-war type, chemical, biological, germ, sound or other scientific warfare is immediately halted and
dismantled. I call to the decision-makers of the military worldwide and everyone in the military and command that you come forward into the
Light. If you choose not to work for humankind that you’re Higher Selves and the Angels put you in a position of total harmlessness and that
a Lightworker take your place. I send Divine Light to your hearts and brains.

I call the Goddess of Truth to step into everything that the military does and into any secrets that are harmful to humankind in any way or on
any level. I command that all experiments that they are trying to hide, and those being experimented on, be brought to the surface in a way
that NO person will be harmed. Let the truth come forward and let these being experimented on be cared for and justly compensated. I call to
the Higher Selves of doctors and all health care providers or workers caring for these Divine Beings and I command that you be Divinely
inspired to the cures, the proper medicine and treatment that can be given to body, mind and soul to help them heal. Let the divine treatments
and all the sources needed come to the surface now. I ask that everyone who has been mistreated or experimented on be guided to the
medicines or treatment they need to get well for free. I call to Ganesha and ask that you remove all blocks and energy overlays and bring the
Divine treatments and all the sources need to the surface now, permitting people to discover the cures and that the people needing treatments
receive them for free. Let all who had to take military vaccines be guided to what will heal them - for free. Stop all unnecessary vaccines.
In the name of the presence of God, which I AM, through the magnetic power of the sacred fire vested in me, I command:
That worldwide, especially in Russia, Israel, Asia, Sicily and the US where any mobs, gangs, thugs and punks practice misguided deeds that they have
an awareness of the their own build up of negative karma. I ask Michael to cut all ties between them, elementals, other humans and their gangs. I call
to Zadkiel to step in with his Angels of the purple ray and transmute the negativity of these gang members. Let them all feel the urge to do
humanitarian deeds and let the press catch them doing these good deeds so the idea can spread like wildfire. Let the Goddess of truth step into their
lives. I call to their Higher Selves to help them step into the Light. If they choose not to I command that you’re Higher Selves and the Angels put them
into a position of harmlessness. Let the Lizard portion of their brain shut down and allow love, good emotion, feeling and awareness take control over
their thoughts and actions.
In the name of the presence of God, which I am, through the magnetic power of the sacred fire vested in me, I command:
A call to the Higher Self of everyone in the entertainment and journalism industry and I command that you now be guided to bring more
uplifting, unbiased and unsensational programming to the planet, respecting the privacy of others. This is to include TV, radio, newspapers,
movies, books and the arts. I command that you now become responsible for what you present to the public and I call to the Goddess of Truth
and Righteousness to oversee all of these professions so that all that is presented to the public is fair, honest and serves a purpose of
enlightening humankind. I command that you now step forward into the Light and if you choose not to do so that the Angels and your Higher
Selves put you in a position of harmlessness and that you be replaced by a Lightworker. Start giving honest accounting of legal
demonstrating. Stop shielding big business, corporations and our government and start speaking Divine Truth.
In the name of the presence of God, which I AM, through the magnetic power of the sacred fire vested in me, I command:
A call to the Higher Self of everyone who plays any sports on any level, whether they be young or old, amateur or professional and I ask that
your Higher Self bring you forward into the Light and that the Gladiator mentality is replaced with sportsmanship. No more violence. If you
choose not to come forward into the Light, that you’re Higher Self and the Angels put you in a position of total harmlessness and that a
Lightworker take your place. Let those that want to remove physical violence from the games be allowed to come forward and be an
inspiration to all.
In the name of the presence of God, which I AM, through the magnetic power of the sacred fire vested in me, I command:
That all bombs and military weapons that were dumped into the Pacific Ocean (from the Philippine Peninsula to California; from the Tropic of Cancer
to the Equator) which are creating biochemical reactions, be cut free from their destructive purposes by Michael's Sword of Blue Flame. I call the
Violet Flame to blaze through them, changing them back to Light and now fill them with Diving Love. I command that they now break down in ways
that will not be harmful to the environment and for Light to be added to the atoms and molecules to neutralize them. I command the atoms and
molecules of the barrels to restructure themselves, calling chromium, nickel and zinc to invade the steel of the drums creating stainless steel and
strengthening the barrels so they will not leak. I command that all the barrels come to the surface in a way that governments must pay attention to
them and remove them from the ocean.
I call to the Higher Selves of all bomb makers and command that they make many unconscious Divine mistakes, so all future bombs will not work
correctly. I command all bomb parts to choose not to go off in sequence, as well as confusing the minds that have to set the codes in weapons and that
all chemicals that create plastic explosives create Divine disharmony so they will not work, especially in nuclear weapons.
In the name of the presence of God, which I AM, through the magnetic power of the sacred fire vested in me, I command:
A call to all debris and space junk in outer space from meteors, rockets, etc., to start to magnetize to all satellites that are not being used for the
highest good of all mankind and interfere with their orbit cycles. I call to Helios and Vista to reach out and embrace these satellites with
divine electromagnetic energy so that it will interfere with signals that are not being used with Divine Purpose. I give the Angels permission
to interfere and divinely distort any signals coming from satellites and rockets that are not for the good of the earth and humankind. I
command that all attempts to invade space by us wayward Humans be stopped by any means whatsoever, until we all spiritually evolve. I call
to every ones Higher Selves to guide people to start speaking out against more rockets and satellites being sent into space, cutting back on this
kind of spending. See the Star Wars military space weapons program being blocked from creation. See this money being used for schools and
feeding all people on the planet organically, raising the quality of life upward for everyone.
In the name of the presence of God, which I AM, through the magnetic power of the sacred fire vested in me, I command:
I call to the whales and dolphins and ask for help in protecting our oceans. We send you Divine Energy to use and the Violet Flame to
transmute all off-balanced energy you may have. We ask that you sing songs that will enlighten and raise the consciousness of earth and
humankind, to help us in our transition into the Golden Age. We ask that dolphins and whales band together and sing to help us put into
balance sound waves, (on land or sea) that are not in harmony with the Divine. As you sing, we see all of Earth harmonizing with you. I
command the dolphins and whales to use sound energy to promote movement and oscillation of all oceans. I command all sound machines
used on land, sea or air to break down and stop functioning.
In the name of the presence of God, which I AM, through the magnetic power of the sacred fire vested in me, I command:
I call to all crystals, diamonds, rubies, and all stones that are being used for military purpose in computers, lasers, etc. (especially those used in

the Nortoff lab and all offensive military weapons). I command them to neutralize themselves and for their atoms to change, creating flaws, so
they become immediately ineffective! I call to Michael the Archangel to cut all ties and binds with his sword of Blue Flame between the
crystals and those who want to use them with misintent. See them now blazed with the Violet Flame to transmute all back to Light and Love,
filling them with the Pink Flame of Love. I ask the Angels to step in to block the technology that will make laser power packs smaller. We
ask the crystals to become totally functionless and forgetful in offensive military computers.
In the name of the presence of God, which I AM, through the magnetic power of the sacred fire vested in me, I command:
The Goddess of Truth into the illnesses and deaths of the Alaskan Eskimo children and bring to the surface the causes that are making them ill. I
command the Angels to bring to them what they need to heal! Angels do whatever it takes to protect the Alaskan wildlife preserve from any oil
drilling. See all legislation regarding oil drilling here, blocked and stopped.
In the name of the presence of God, which I AM, through the magnetic power of the sacred fire vested in me, I command:
A call to the Higher Selves of Thurman, Kissinger, Bush, the Royal families, all the senators, the congressmen and women and all
businessmen and women connected to these people that are working in the Black Arts or are trying to keep the Golden Age from coming
forward. I command that you now walk in the Light of God and if you choose not to, that your Higher Selves and the Angels step in and put
you in a position of harmlessness, letting a Lightworker come forward. I call the Goddess of Illusion forward to remove all illusion and
protective energy overlays that are not letting their true selves be known. I call to the Higher Self of anyone that they have manipulated and
ask that their free will be brought forward to their conscious mind and given Divine action to help them right what has been wronged.
In the name of the presence of God, which I AM, through the magnetic power of the sacred fire vested in me, I command:
I call to the ants and small bugs to bring sugar-like materials to the concrete of all military and offensive space program structures, including
the new Chinese dam built on the Yangtze River. I command that they deposit this sugar-like substance into the concrete. At the same time I
call to the concrete termites to come forward and create their nests and feed on all this concrete. Working as a team, you are commanded to
help each other breakdown the concrete so it becomes totally useless. I send Divine Energy to the fault line under this dam and give Mother
Earth permission to focus some of her energy on this dam and shake so it crumbles before it can come into creation -- do so with as little loss
of human life as possible.
In the name of the presence of God, which I AM, through the magnetic power of the sacred fire vested in me, I command:
A call to all decision-makers in business, politics and government officials, including W.T.O. (World Trade Organization), World Bank and
IMF (International Monetary Fund), to now step forward in the Light and work for God. If you choose not to, that the Angels and your Higher
Selves step in and put you in a position of harmlessness, allowing a true Lightworker to take your place. I call to Michael's Sword of Blue
Flame and Shiva, to cut all ties and binds to everything that is causing fear of extraterrestrials going back to the time they appeared on this
planet forward. Cut all ties to all black art ceremonies that are causing negative influences that affect the economy or anything whatsoever.
Release the fear and transmute the energy from the DNA level for all and the planet through the Violet Flame. I ask that the Angels and the
Higher Self to step in and help diffuse this energy replacing it with Divine thoughts. I send Light to all the meridian and grid lines on the
planet.
I command the Goddess of Truth to bring to the surface all work and contact with extraterrestrial that the government and Royal families are hiding and for
the Goddess of Illusion to remove all energy veils that are keeping this knowledge from the public. I command all Archangels to go forth to tie and bind all
extraterrestrials that are not working with the Light. We send Divine Love, Divine Wisdom, Divine Caring to their brains and hearts, put them through the
Violet Flame and send them back to the Light of God. We send Divine Healing to those they have affected.
In the name of the presence of God, which I AM, through the magnetic power of the sacred fire vested in me, I command:
I call Divine Light, Divine Wisdom and Divine Caring to everyone's heart now, and direct that energy toward the reptilian part of the brain. I
command Michael to cut all ties and soul memory to reptile/dinosaur energy. As the Light enters, changing all cells and atoms to divine
balancing, both male and female. See the Violet Flame blaze through the reptilian part of the brain, cleansing and purifying. Fill the brain up
with Divine thoughts, raising all consciousness to Divine, letting kindness, caring and love come through now.
In the name of the presence of God, which I AM, through the magnetic power of the sacred fire vested in me, I command:
I call Divine Light, Divine Balance, Divine male/female balance to all the grids, lay lines and meridians, domes, obelisks, pyramids and sacred
spots on the planet. I call to Michael's Sword of Blue Flame to cut all ties to all satanic, negative ceremonies that have been done (past,
present and future) on these areas. See it blaze with the Violet Flame to transmute these power spots to Divine Light. Envision these areas
blazing in God's Divine radiating Light, sending positive, enlightened energy through the earth and all sacred spots, radiating joy and
happiness to the earth and all her inhabitants.
In the name of the presence of God, which I AM, through the magnetic power of the sacred fire vested in me, I command:
I call the Goddess of Truth into vaccinations and how harmful they really are. I call to the Higher Selves of all scientists, doctors and all
healthcare providers to come forward in the Light of God, be truthful about vaccinations and their effects. If you choose not to, that you are
put into a position of harmlessness. We send healing to all children and persons who have been harmed by vaccinations. Let alternatives to
vaccines are brought out immediately.
In the name of the presence of God, which I AM, through the magnetic power of the sacred fire vested in me, I command:
That the energy of the Angelite be placed in the center of the Earth and that it’s healing energy go out to all the places in and on the planet that
need healing. Let the Gemstone Guardian of Angelite personally magnify the energy of the Angelite and let Virgo and Pelleur give it power
over all sickness, injury and disease.
In the name of the presence of God, which I AM through the magnetic power of the sacred fire vested in me,
I command:
I command all Nazi swastikas symbols are reversed so the energy now brings in peace and prosperity to the earth. Every time anyone looks at a

Nazi swastika see the energy being reversed into its correct positive direction. We cut the ties to anyone whose intent is to misuse any sacred
symbols. We call the violet flame through them to clean them up and we reconnect those symbols to the Divine. See these energies being reversed to
their positive correct direction NOW.
I command that any portals, star gates, time portals , including the time portal at Montauk , being used for the dark purpose of manipulating time or
allowing dark forces from other dimensions on the planet., be cut from those that are misusing them closed and sealed...forever. Imagine any
machines being used for this purpose breaking down NOW. See any magic symbols and rituals being used to rent the veils between inter
dimensions be rendered harmless. I ask that all those who try and run Vril machines become confused so the machines do not function properly. As
Vril energy is corrected see humanity become conscious and focused on their Divine spiritual growth bringing the Golden Age into manifestation.
In the name of the presence of God, which I AM through the magnetic power of the sacred fire vested in me, I command:
I ask that all that misuse the Vril energy be tied and bound. All Vril machines are cut from their masters and any buy product from Vril, including
any psychokinetic energy /mind altering manipulating machines and any Tesla invention. I cut these elementals from their masters cleansing them
with the violet flame, fill the elementals up with love and COMMAND them to neutralize themselves by breaking down and no longer functioning.
This includes any machines; computers connected to the ELF, HAARP programs, any microwave / cell phone towers, airplanes, spy satellites, jets,
helicopters creating chemical trails, and the Montauk program.
I ask anyone trying to misuse the Vril energy through the use of sound, color, water, chemicals, drugs, etc.to stop now. Step forward into the Light
and help us bring the earth into the Golden Age peacefully. Stop manipulating human kind by creating apocalyptic energy. If you choose not to work
with the light in a peaceful way, I ask your higher self and your guardian angel to put you in a position of harmlessness.
I ask Michael the Archangel to cut all energy and money sources from those that misuse the Vril energy. Redirecting that energy to light workers to
put towards their Divine Missions and making their lives prosperous and comfortable.
In the name of the presence of God, which I AM, through the magnetic power of the sacred fire vested in me, I command:
I ask that our monetary system and all energy coming from or created by greedy paper aristocrats or the Bormann Group be cut and released from
humanity. Going back to the goldsmiths who laid the foundation for our currant banking system. To cutting the ties to the Medici Family and their
banks, the Federal Reserve Board and the Bormann Group and any mason oaths that is keeping the illusion of paper money going. Cancel clear any
agreements that the legal loan sharks have with governments that were created to keep consumers in debt.
See all the power from all banks removed from them so they can no longer make their own paper money. See the ties and agreements being cut from
the Federal Reserve Bank, the Central Banking system, the Bormann Group and all governments so they can no longer use each other to perpetuate
war by inflating and devaluing paper money.
I call the Goddess of truth into all secret societies, brotherhoods, aristocracy of paper money, the banking fraternity,
and the Bormann group.
Let nothing be hidden from humanity revealing all. We ask these beings to step forward into the light and if they choose not to that their Higher
Selves and Guardian angels put them in a position of harmlessness. Letting a light worker come forward to replace them. See any sacred knowledge
or truths being kept from humanity pouring back into the minds and hearts of everyone on the planet.
See humanity along side of governments end bank-created money and set up a system where by money is issued by national governments in
proportion to their gross national products and dispersed without engendering debt. See banks being the conduit for the release and circulation of
money yet no longer able to create paper money on their own.
Imagine governments no longer taxing anyone or having to borrow money. Instead allocating to themselves the money they need to operate within
limits imposed by their gross national products.
No more government sponsored military black operations. See the money being used to clean up the planet, grow organic food, shelter for the poor
and raising up the quality of life for every one on the planet.
See all debts owed to banks and credit card debts being instantly forgiven. Let banks be paid by the governments for their services in dispensing and
circulating the money and by consumers for services rendered.
No more banks in government politics.
In the name of the presence of God, which I AM, through the magnetic power of the sacred fire vested in me,

I command:

I call to Michael the Archangel to cut all ties to any black magician, secret societies, ET's, Bormann group, governments, militaries and scientists that
are trying to manipulate the Morphogenetic Grid or any grid or lay line on the planet whether it is inside, on or around the earth. We ask them to stop
manipulating the Morphogenetic Grid by satanic ritual or any energy misuse of any kind, if they choose to continue, I ask their Higher Self and
Guardian angel to put them in positions of harmlessness. NOW.
We call to Michael to cut all ties to any machines and computers that are being used to do this including any Vril machines,Tesla - related machines,
the HAARP/ELF machines and any machine used at Montauk or any related facility. As we cut the ties we call the violet flame through these
machines to clean them up, fill them up with Divine Love. As they recharge in God's energy we command them to break down and keep breaking
down so they no longer function.
We send the violet flame through the Mother Earth to clean her up neutralizing any darkness, fill her up with Angelite energy to heal her and
reconnect her to the Divine. See the Mother Earth radiating Divine energy and remembrance of the Golden Age to everything on the planet.
We cut the ties to any dark image the water elemental must mirror. Cleanse the water elemental with the violet flame to clean it up; the Angelite
energy to heal and now fill the water elemental up with Divine Love. We call to the water elemental everywhere on the planet to mirror Peace, beauty
and Divine Golden Age energy.
See the Morphogenetic grid fill up with so much Divine Energy that it remembers the Divine Blueprint for the Golden Age. See the grid affecting
every one and every thing on the planet, no matter what species they are (ET's Grey's Draco's, Reptilians, and hybrids) or dimension they are on,
allowing everything to Quantum leap into the Golden Age.

In the name of the presence of god, which I AM, through the magnetic power of the sacred fire vested in me, I command:
I call to the Divine and the angels asking that the true king and queen of Hawaii be given all the Divine protection and the angels bring them all the
tools they need to be fulfill their Divine missions. I ask that all those people that owe them positive Karma and can repay that support with a
monetary donation -- free and clear of any ties, awaken and be compelled by the angels to do so.
See the king and queen magnetizing everything they need -- people, money and ideas to bring the Hawaiian Islands peacefully into independence
from the USA. I call to Ganesha to remove any blocks that are keeping Divine abundance from flowing to them. I call to the Higher Selves of all
those people that are to help the king and queen bring Hawaii and the planet into the golden Age to awaken and be compelled to come to Hawaii. See
all the money sources awaken and donate what ever the king and queen need.
I call to the Higher Selves of all the people that are in the Sovereignty movement to set their egos aside and be given the visions and signs that the
true king and queen are here, recognizing them and uniting under one Divine nation.
We call to the decision makers in the USA government to set Hawaii and any nation that they occupy free as independent nations. Pulling all military
troops out of Hawaii and these nations peacefully.
I call to the military to stop misusing any elemental. I call to Michael's sword to set you free and the violet flame to clean them up. Now we fill the
elementals up with Divine love and command you to be neutral. This includes all military weapons, trucks, planes, ships, helicopters, guns, knives,
bullets, sound, microwaves, bio-weapons, weather and spy equipment - anything the military uses to stop functioning now.
See all the Hawaiian Islands and the people living there being protected from any and all black magic or anything the USA government tries to send
their way. See any tsunami, earth quakes or hurricanes that are sent to the islands immediately neutralized before they can gain any momentum.
See any drug or alcohol addiction being released from anyone on the islands allowing them to reconnect with the Divine and awaken to their Divine
missions and purposes, working together as a rainbow race. See everyone having enough food, water and affordable housing.
Let the Hawaiian/Indian prophecy of enlightenment be given all the energy needed to bring the world into the Golden Age.
I ask that everyone working on this mission is now cloaked in invisibility and their works remain hidden from the dark forces.

In the name of the presence of God, which I AM, through the magnetic power of the sacred fire vested in me, I command:
I call to the Divine and ask that all ties to any group, human or non human, including any ET’s, Reptilians, hybrids, demons or any satanic magician
that is connected to the 3rd/4th Reich/Black order / Nazi’s are cut from each other. I want all satanic magicians trying to keep this group in power be
cut from all the elementals and human’s that they are misusing. Cleanse these elementals and humans up with the violet flame, send them the
Angelite energy to heal, now fill them up with Divine Love. As they reconnect with love we command them to be neutral, only emitting love and for
the humans to become Divinely conscious. See all ties, binds, blood oaths and bee/swarm mentality being cut between these individuals, groups and
anyone trying to create a New World Order, including ET’s, Reptilians, Nordic-reptilian hybrids, Satan, Lucifer and all their seed, the Nefillim,
Grey's, Illuminati, and their seed, any satanic magician and their secret societies they have created to keep them in power. As ties are cut see their
energy coming off of each other and any of the projects and programs binding them.
We ask the Divine to send the correct amount of Divine energy, color, light and sound into the Reptilian/demon brain reconnecting their brain to
Divine intelligence. See the Divine sending love into their hearts, brains, water molecules, cells, atoms and integrating with their DNA. Let them fill
up with so much light that they have a spiritual reawakening. Quantum leaping them into the Golden age.
We cut the ties to any black/satanic magician that is using any ritual or symbol to rent the veils to other dimensions, open any star gates, time portals
including the Montauk portal for evil to come on to the planet. We call the violet flame through these portals to clean them up. Fill the portals up with
Divine energy, close and seal them forever ….NOW. Any machines or nuclear devices used to rent veils between dimensions are rendered harmless.
See any dark energy/ spirit that are wandering around the planet in or out of body to be cut from the earth plain and anything they have bonded too.
We tie and bind them putting them through the violet flame to clean them up and send them back to the Divine filling those empty spaces up with an
Angel of Peace.
Cut the ties to anyone who helped hide the Nazis or was responsible for hiding their Nazi loot during and after WW 2 including: anyone from the I.
G. Farbin, Bormann group, Bush family, Central bank and associates, wall street, Industrialists, chemical and drug manufacturers, weapons
manufacturers, Militaries, universities, research scientists, police, CIA, FBI, spies, all governments, and secret societies. We call the Goddess of truth
into your lives…Let nothing remain hidden from humanity. Remove all veils of invisibility that were put in place to protect them.
As humanity is becoming conscious and aware see them being given their Divine Missions and Divine purposes. As they reconnect quantum leaping
all life, no matter what dimension on, into the Golden Age.
Imagine all spiritually stuck beings having all the blocks removed so they can have a Divine Spiritual awakening. Let them reconnect to their
feelings and emotions allowing them to have a Divine conscious again. Including anyone who was genetically altered through breeding. Or
DNA tampering...
In the name of the presence of God, which I AM, through the magnetic power of the sacred fire vested in me, I command:
A call to everything good on this planet to take this energy and have positive forward movement. I call to the Higher Selves of all the Light
workers on the planet and command that they be given their Divine Missions and all the means the Light workers need to fulfill them. Let
everything good on this planet gain strength and forward movement NOW! Love all, serve all.

(Now add anything that needs our special brand of work.)

STAGE 3: VISUALIZATION
LEADER READ ALOUD
We visualize and ask for help from our Higher Self in filling our creations with light until the entire atomic structure of each creation is filled with light
creating holographic, fourth dimensional objects. We then ask for a speeding up of the light activity and ask for a lowering of the density until solid threedimensional objects are created.
(All Chant):

"OM…OM…OM"

STAGE 4: MEDITATION
As you begin your meditation, in your mind's eye create a cloud of boiling white light above you and your creations (at first a cloud of 20 feet in diameter
will do, but later on you can increase the diameter as you see fit). If you work in a group with a knowledgeable leader, tremendously large bubbles can safely
be created, even covering entire earth with this creative cloud at times.
Visualize the cloud too thick to see through at first. The only thing you can see are lightning-like electrical disturbances running around inside (like a telsa
coil). Now see and feel the cloud lower down over you and your creations. At first, the thickness prevents you from seeing out, but later, as you meditate in
this cloud, you see and feel it thinning to a point where everything is crystal clear. With this cloud settled over you, meditate on your creative effort for at first
no more than 15 minutes. Later, you can increase the meditation as much as you can handle.
STAGE 5: CLOSING
1) ALL VERBALIZE:
"I AM that I AM and I do hereby take total dominion over my creations and all the cosmic and karmic responsibilities, God willing, that go with
them, physical and etheric."
"I do now release them to the cosmos for their divine help."
(Take three deep diaphragm breaths, releasing to the universe as you exhale. As you inhale, use your hands to build about a 12" diameter ball of
energy by working your hands around an invisible ball in front of you in the area of you root, solar plexus and your heart chakras. Then as you exhale,
lift the ball with your hands in front of you mouth. Exhale forcefully into the ball as you push it away with your hands.)
"I call to my Higher Self to furnish a key, in the form of a name, sound or symbol that will make the completion of this idea possible."
(Note: If you know your key use it now. If you know what your key is, you must never, ever share it with anyone. If you are not given a sign or sound, do not
be disturbed, as you just asked your Higher Self to supply this key for you.)
"It is finished, nevertheless let thy will, not mine, be done."
(May be spoken in English or Telugu.)
2) (Everybody say 3 times.) "Loka
Samaste
Sukino
Bhoughtu"
Pronounced:
(Lo ka) (Sam as ta) (Su kee no)
(Ba van tu)
Translation:
"May all the beings in all the worlds be happy."
3) (Everybody sing 3 times.) "Om Shanti Shanti Shanti"
Pronounced:
(Ome) (Shanty) (Shanty) (Shanty)
Translation:
"Om…Peace, Peace, Peace."
4) (Everybody Say 1 time … pause … with pointed, folded hands and a bowed head.)
"Sai Ram (or Amen)"
Pronounced:
(Sy)..(Rom)
Translation:
"Amen."
LEADER READ ALOUD
Everyone hold hands. Let's all take a deep breath and as you exhale feel Divine Love come up and feel grounded. With every breadth that you take you
will feel more and more grounded. Mother/Father, I thank you for this opportunity to bring us together in your Divine Love to serve.
Hugs all around.
Remember, the Alchemist puts all the energies together for creation to happen. Through this formulae, the Alchemist combines the thoughts, wishes and
prayers of the good people and elementals of Earth into an unstoppable force. To keep the energy of your creations going strong, try every 24 hours to
visualize or dwell on your creations. If you can, try to figure out logical ways for your creations to happen, visualize or think on these logical steps to
creation. If you are uncomfortable with decrees and commands, just take these decrees and turn them into prayers, yours and/or prayer groups. We can all
make a difference.

Try to keep up with news and weather information worldwide so you can see your creations coming to fruition (as they surely will). Also, this will make you
aware of other problems worldwide that need our special brand of help.
As you see problems arise, call in the Goddesses and Angels of Truth, Love, Mercy, Justice, Compassion, Healing etc. Remember, they need our permission
and one person can give them permission to step in anywhere. When you need to work quickly for whatever reason, just say -- "Let there be Light. In the
name of the presence of God, which I AM, I command (insert your on the spot decree). Nevertheless, let thy will, not mine, be done."
If you wish to help, make copies of this Formulae for those that you know will use it for good and that are of sufficient spiritual caliber to warrant it.
Remember, this is a group effort and each of us adds an incredible amount onto the total energy of our creations. As our numbers rise, so will the power of
these world-changing decrees. This effort cannot and will not fail. All of us that are going to be moved to use this formulae have done so before in previous
lifetimes and you should know that we have all worked together at times through the history of mankind, many repeatedly. Let us all help God manifest the
Golden Age for planet Earth. Place the thoughts conveyed in the decrees in your prayers and prayer circles.
I would also encourage anyone or any group that is going to do Divine Alchemy to realize that the point where sky/sea/land (air/water/earth) meet is the most
potent place to do this creation work. Do it with Love for ALL and do it often.
This is the 2002 Version of this work and there are approximately 90 thousand copies in 17 countries and 3 languages that we are aware of. With so
many people involved, there are by now many versions and possibly untold numbers of copies worldwide. What a force! Let's change the world for
Good!
As always, I remain, Saint Germain.
LOVE ALL, SERVE ALL

